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Describe the problem you want to solve.Describe the problem you want to solve.

People are always stealing pencils from other people. I plan to fix this 
problem with my amazing invention. I to get my pencil stolen so I 
invented the pencil lock.



I have already built my prototype. I made my I have already built my prototype. I made my 
prototype out of play dough and it is working very prototype out of play dough and it is working very 

well.well.



I am the first to try to try to make a pencil lock. This has a lI am the first to try to try to make a pencil lock. This has a lot of ways to ot of ways to 
solve the problem. It helps people keep their pencil from being solve the problem. It helps people keep their pencil from being stolen stolen 

from somebody else.from somebody else.

**This step is required.



Draw pictures and diagrams to show Draw pictures and diagrams to show 
your invention and how it might work.your invention and how it might work.

**This step is required.



CKCKChaseChaseTannerTannerPeople People 
surveyedsurveyed

nonoYesYesYesYesDoes it Does it 
look good?look good?

yesyesYesYesNoNoIs it Is it 
practical?practical?

NoNoNoNoNoNoWill they Will they 
steal the steal the 
pencil pencil 
again?again?



It is called the pencil lock and it is a great idea, and It is called the pencil lock and it is a great idea, and 
I think people will should  it because it solves a I think people will should  it because it solves a 

very big problem that people deal with everyday. very big problem that people deal with everyday. 
That problem is people stealing other peopleThat problem is people stealing other people’’s pen, s pen, 

pencil, and mechanical pencil.pencil, and mechanical pencil.

**This step is required.

Do u need ur pencil blocked then use the pencil lock 

I have a thing for u that will not make u blue, if u use  the 
pencil lock the crooks will stop

Do u get ur pencil stolen a lot then get the pencil lock. The 
best thing about it is that they will stop stealing ur pencil and 
it is only $3.00.



I can improve my prototype out of play dough, so it I can improve my prototype out of play dough, so it 
can be improved be making it out of a different can be improved be making it out of a different 

substance like metal or steel substance like metal or steel 


